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A Note About Content 
 
Incognito puts as many ideas on stage as there are viewers in the audience. 
However, while this guide addresses family, storytelling and other topics, its 
primary focus is the question of identity. 
 
We hope that Incognito leads you to rewarding conversations about identity 
(be it racial or otherwise). We wish to stress that conversations about identity 
can happen without discussions of prejudice, however dialogues around 
prejudice must involve an exploration of identity.  
 
More specifically, we may discuss race without discussing racism, but we 
believe a conversation about racism must first address the notion of race. We 
believe this to be especially true for white students who perhaps feel “race-
less” and, as a result, are not taught to view racism as a problem that involves 
and affects them. It is equally true for students who identify as non-white… 
 
We cannot reach out to other identities without first understanding our own.  
 
We thank you for joining us in this work. 
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Production History 

 
While pursuing 

writing and acting work, 
Michael Fosberg wrote 
stories and began reading 
them at various coffee 
houses and salons around 
Chicago.  He next traveled 
to LA to present a staged 
reading of stories at the 
Egyptian Theater.  
Afterwards, a curator from 
the African-American 
museum in Los Angeles 
approached him about 
reading the stories as a part 
of their Black History 

month programming in 2001.  Fresh from the success of that reading, Michael 
returned to Chicago to stage a series of “backers’ auditions” in order to raise 
the monies needed to produce the show.  Two theater companies became 
interested in producing the play, Bailiwick Repertory, and the Apple Tree 
Theatre in Highland Park, Illinois.   

Rehearsals began on September 11, 2001 under the cloud of our nation's 
greatest tragedy.  However, what began on an ominous note, blossomed into a 
rousing success.  The first production of Incognito opened October 17th at 
the Bailiwick Arts Center to rave reviews.  It was subsequently extended and 
ran until Christmas of that year.  It was there, Peter Altman, Artistic Director 
of the Missouri Repertory Theatre in Kansas City (now Kansas City Rep) saw 
the show and asked Michael about performing it as a part of their 2002-03 
season.  However, the show’s next stop before Kansas City was the Apple Tree 
Theatre in Highland Park Illinois where it ran for 5 weeks as a part of their 
2001-02 season and played to packed houses.  The run in Kansas City was to 
follow, opening the season in their 700-seat house and collecting standing 
ovations after every performance. It has since played many theaters, 
performing arts centers, high schools, colleges, corporations, government 
agencies and military bases engaging audiences' in discussions about race, 
identity and stereotypes. 
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About	  the	  Playwright/Performer	  
 
 
 
 
Chicago native Michael Fosberg has been working to 

create a national dialogue on race and identity since 2001 when he launched his one-man 
autobiographical play Incognito.  The author-activist has used the unique presentation, 
along with engaging interactive training sessions and speeches, to embrace diversity in an 
effort to change corporate and organization cultures.  He has been a frequent guest in the 
media speaking as an expert on race and identity issues.  His travels have taken him across 
the country facilitating meaningful conversations at educational institutions, corporations, 
government agencies and military bases.  His highly praised memoir; Incognito: An 
American Odyssey of Race and Self Discovery was published in 2011 and he is currently 
working on a second book about his efforts to provoke conversations about race over the 
past ten years.  In addition he is crafting his revelatory life story into a screenplay as well as 
a dynamic E-Learning platform.  His work with organizations such as United Way 
Worldwide, the FBI, The Boeing Company and others is reshaping the way organizations 
converse about race, identity, and diversity.  He has formed a partnership with Diversity & 
Inclusion stalwart’s Prism International as a part of their Let’s Talk Series of corporate 
training sessions, and offers Diversity & Inclusion consulting services to a number of 
institutions and organizations.  
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Pre-Show Discussion Questions: 
 

1. IDENTITY. In this one-man play, Michael 
searches for his identity.  
a. How do we identify ourselves? What are 

the most important factors for you in 
determining your identity? Age? Race? 
Ability? Class? Hometown? Religion? 
Hobbies/interests? 

b. Given your identity, where do you see 
yourself “fitting in?” What shared 
identities are the most important for 
you when making friends, companions, 
etc.? 

 
2. ADOPTION. Michael knew from the 

beginning the father he grew up with was an adopted one, but that is not always 
the case in adopted families. Sometimes the information is hidden.  Often times 
the child never locates his birthparents.  
a. Assume that you are an adopted child. Make a list of Pros and Cons regarding 

the quest to find your birth parents.  
b. Make the same list from the perspective of a parent who has adopted a child 

and the biological parent of a child who is put up for adoption.  
 

3. PARENTHOOD. Prior to the discovery of his paternal family, Michael felt his 
identity was incomplete.  
a. What role does our society expect a father to play within a family? What role 

do you expect a father figure to play within your family? 
b. What are the differences between the expectations placed upon mothers and 

fathers?  
c. What role do parents play in one’s identity? 
 

4. FORGIVENESS. Forgiveness is often referred to as the hardest “work” we will 
ever encounter. 
a. Describe a time when you have had to forgive someone. What made that 

instance of forgiveness so difficult? What about a time when someone has 
had to forgive you? 

b. On a piece of paper, make three columns. Label one “Forgivable,” one 
“Unforgivable” and one “?”. Either a) think of a time when somebody has 
hurt you or b) imagine a way in which somebody could hurt you. Place this 
hurt in the appropriate column. Try to come up with five examples for each 
column. Discuss.  
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STOP! 

We strongly discourage you from sharing any further 
before viewing Incognito. We hope that this allows 

audience members to fully experience Michael’s story. 
If you do choose to read past this point, we suggest not 
discussing content past this section until after seeing 

the play.  
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A Brief History of the Inkwell 
 

The Inkwell Beach is situated within the 
Oak Bluffs community of Martha’s 
Vineyard, a small island off of Cape 
Cod, Massachusetts. While many 
communities dot the Vineyard, Oak 
Bluffs is unique given its rich history for 
affluent African American vacationers.  
The Black legacy in the community is so 
strong that Oak Bluffs has been dubbed 
“the Black Hamptons.”  
 
Black people have flocked to the Oak 
Bluffs community since the 1800s. Once 
a Methodist summer retreat, the spot 
represented a haven from most—though 
not all—racial discrimination of the 
time. Some blacks came as “the help” 
for wealthy white families while others 

labored in hotels and restaurants, but nearly all found the community more 
welcoming (a relative term, of course) than most others. The Methodists who 
dominated much of Oak Bluffs society were known to deliver fierce anti-racism 
sermons and, in doing so, affected the air of the small community.  
 
Not even a decade beyond slavery, small groups of blacks began attending a handful 
of black colleges like Howard University, Fisk, Atlanta University and Morehouse 
College, all established in the 1860s. By the 1880s with the founding of Spelman, a 
college for black women, these higher educational institutions led to the creation of 
an elite black social class. Graduates of all of these schools found themselves in need 
of a summer vacation spot; soon, elite blacks from Washington, New York and 
Boston set their sights on Oak Bluffs.   
 
Simultaneously, black residents who had first come to the Vineyard as servants to 
wealthy white families began to accumulate enough wealth to purchase the guest 
cottages of their employers. Frequently, these thrifty folks would invite their 
friends—chauffeurs, doormen, butlers—to stay with them. And so, by the mid-
twentieth century, a diverse array of black families had found a home within the 
Oak Bluffs community.  
 
As Michael experiences during his visit to the Inkwell, many notable people call Oak 
Bluffs a second home including Henry Louis “Skip” Gates, Jr., Spike Lee, Valerie 
Jarrett, Lani Guinier, Vernon Jordan, Carole Simpson, Reggie Hudlin and Barack 
and Michelle Obama. Past visitors and residents have included late 19th-century 
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Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Harlem Renaissance writer Dorothy West, 
actor Paul Robeson and Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.  
 
Today, the Inkwell represents a very special 
haven for Black people who identify as 
“Only Ones,” as in “the only Black one in 
the room.” As the journalist Touré explains 
in his New York Magazine article, Black 
and White on Martha’s Vineyard, Inkwell 
visitors are “black professional and social 
elites who travel in worlds where they’re 
often the only black person in the room. 
The Only Ones typically break into fields or 
companies that admit few blacks, move 
into neighborhoods where few blacks live, 
and send their kids to mostly white schools. 
They are not running from their own – 
they’re chasing after the best they can get. 
They aren’t assimilationist; they’re 
ascensionist.” 
 
While many have attempted to simplify the Inkwell’s rich history and complex 
present, Oak Bluffs inarguably houses a unique brand of black community that is 
seldom represented in media and, as a result, remains unfamiliar to many.  
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Armenian-American Immigration 
"I should like to see any power of the world destroy this race, this small tribe of unimportant 
people, whose history is ended, whose wars have been fought and lost, whose structures have 
crumbled, whose literature is unread, whose prayers are no longer answered.... For when two 
of them meet anywhere in the world, see if they will not create a new Armenia!" 

 
William Saroyan, 1935 

 
 

 
These traditional Armenian American rug weavers travelled around the country displaying their ancient talent. 

 
While Incognito focuses primarily on Michael’s exploration of his 
African-American identity, the other fifty percent of his bloodline also 
tells a story. Michael grew up defining his own ethnicity to be Armenian 
and enjoyed the music, food and traditions that accompany Armenian 
identity.  
 
The story of Armenians coming to America is one paralleled by 
countless other nations of origin. There are many elements of 
Armenian-American immigration that make the journey of Michael’s 
ancestors unique.  

 
The estimated 700,000 Americans of Armenian ancestry are descended from an 
ancient nation located at the borders of modern Russia, Turkey, and Iran. Through 
much of the past 4,000 years, Armenians have been a subjugated people with no 
independent state until September 23, 1991, when the Soviet Union dissolved and 
the 3,400,000 people in that area voted to form a new Republic of Armenia. 
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From 1890 to 1924 there was a wave of migration of Armenians who were not so 
much “pulled” to America by opportunity as they were “pushed” to America by 
bloodshed within their native country.  Still, traditional Armenian Culture so closely 
resembles American values that many Armenians felt they were “coming home" to 
America and made an easy transition to its free-market economy and social values. 
A large percentage of immigrants became wealthy businesspeople or educated 
community leaders within a decade or two of arrival, and acknowledged a strong 
kinship with U.S. natives. 
 
American Armenians estimate their own number to be between 500,000 and 
800,000 in the United States in addition to 100,000 in Canada. They form the 
second largest community in the Armenian diaspora after Armenians in Russia.  
These estimates include all those with at least one Armenian grandparent, whether 
or not they identify with Armenians. Assuming an estimate of 700,000, the four 
largest U.S. concentrations are in southern California (40 percent), greater Boston 
(15 percent), greater New York (15 percent), and Michigan (10 percent).  
 
More than most U.S. nationalities, diaspora Armenian youth and adults feel like the 
proud guardians charged with protecting their ancient, highly-evolved culture—its 
distinctive language, alphabet, architecture, music and art—from extinction. This 
sense of duty makes them resist assimilation. They tenaciously maintain their own 
schools, churches, associations, language, local hantesses (festivals) and networks 
of intermarriage and friendship.  
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Today's U.S. Armenian community is bound together by a network of Armenian 
groups including, for example, some 170 church congregations, 33 day schools, 20 
national newspapers, 36 radio or television programs, 58 student scholarship 
programs and 26 professional associations. Anthropologist Margaret Mead 
suggested that over the centuries, diaspora Armenians (like Jews) have developed a 
tight-knit family structure to serve as a bulwark against extinction and assimilation. 
 
Some key events in Armenia's history: 
1890-1914 – 64,000 Turkish Armenians flee to America during the troubled final 
years of the Ottoman Empire when Christian minorities become targets of violent 
Turkish nationalism and an estimated 300,000 Turkish Armenians are massacred.  
1915 - 1917 - Between 600,000 and 1.5 million Armenians are massacred or 
deported from their homeland in Anatolia to present-day Syria. Armenia considers 
the killings genocide, a charge Turkey does not accept. 
1918 - Independent Armenia emerges from defeat of Ottoman Empire in World 
War I. 
1920-24 - Some 30,771 survivors of the genocide flee to the United States until the 
Johnson-Reed Immigration Act of 1924 drastically reduced the annual quota to 150 
for Armenian immigrants. 
1922 - Armenia is incorporated into the Soviet Union. 
1989 - Conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh begins. In 1994 a Russian-brokered 
ceasefire but no peace deal is reached and intermittent fighting continues. 
1991 - Armenia secedes from the Soviet Union. 
2015 - Armenia officially joins the Russian-led Eurasian Customs Union, after it 
decided against signing a EU Association Agreement. 
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Boston Neighborhoods, Schools & Segregation 
during 1950-60’s 

 
In the South, segregation in public schools had been largely based on explicit laws 

banning black and white students from attending the same schools.  In the North, however, 
school segregation was often based on the fact that black students and white students 
lived in separate neighborhoods and therefore were assigned to separate “neighborhood” 
schools.   Thus understanding school segregation in Boston requires understanding 
residential segregation.   

After World War II, many blacks moved to Boston from the south in search of jobs 
and greater civil rights.  Most of these black residents moved into neighborhoods in 
Mattapan, North Dorchester, Roxbury, and the South End.  Why did they move into these 
specific neighborhoods instead of other neighborhoods, such as South Boston or East 
Boston? 

a. Housing availability:  Housing was more available in Roxbury, Mattapan, 
Dorchester, and the South End than in other areas of Boston because these were 
the areas where the most whites left for the suburbs.  For economic and cultural 
reasons, the primarily Irish and Italian working-class Bostonians who lived in 
Charlestown, East Boston, and South Boston were less likely to move to the 
suburbs than other white Bostonians.  As Catholics they were tied to their parish 
church and therefore less likely to move.  Employed in working-class jobs, many did 
not have enough money to purchase homes in the suburbs. 

b. Discrimination and segregation in public housing:  Public housing assignments 
were made based on race, so that white families who applied for public housing 
were placed in certain projects while black families were placed in other projects.  
Most of the black families who applied for public housing were placed in projects in 
Roxbury, Dorchester, or Mattapan. 

c. Discrimination and segregation in private housing:  Discriminatory real estate 
practices made it difficult for black families, including middle-class black families, to 
move to the suburbs.  It was harder for black families to acquire mortgages, and 
real estate agents often steered black families away from purchasing homes in 
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white neighborhoods.  Also, redlining, the practice of making a red line on a map to 
delineate areas where banks would not give loans to homeowners ensured that 
these areas would remain economically and often racially segregated from other 
areas.  Typically, “redlined” areas were those where poor and/or minority residents 
lived.  The “redlined” areas in Roxbury, Mattapan, and Dorchester were the places 
where black could most easily find affordable housing and the places where real 
estate agents often steered black families into renting.  Thus, discriminatory real 
estate practices were used both to keep blacks out of white neighborhoods and to 
discourage whites from purchasing homes in black neighborhoods. 

Residential segregation remains an issue across the United States today. The 2000 
Census reveals that Americans often live in racially and ethnically homogenous 
neighborhoods, with the increasing isolation of white Americans from Americans of 
minority backgrounds.  The fact that residential segregation is growing at a time of 
increasing ethnic and racial diversity in the United States raises questions about the 
various factors that influence where people live.  Clearly, income influences where a family 
can afford housing, yet other factors may be at play as well.  Americans are not only 
segregated by race and class, but also by ideology, with people choosing neighbors who 
hold similar political and religious beliefs.  While there was some degree of self-
segregation by members of different ethnic groups (even Irish and Italians lived in their 
own neighborhoods), this does not account for the significant degree of neighborhood 
segregation evident in Boston in the 1960s. The choices of most blacks at that time were 
restricted by the policies of banks, realtors, and government offices. 
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• What should be the relationship between a neighborhood and a school? 

 
• Consider your neighborhood and the people who live in it.  Are they mostly 

the same as the people who attend your school? 
 

• Think beyond race as neighborhoods and schools can be segregated or 
integrated by other factors including economic class, language spoken, 
religion, political party, ethnicity, nationality, and age.   

 
• Is it important for students to attend schools in their own neighborhoods?   

 

CHOICES 
 
Michael’s mother was faced with several daunting decisions: 

• Should she give the baby up for adoption?  
• How does she survive living near the projects with a black man, no friends, 

and disowned by her family?   
• Does she leave her husband and return home to live with her parents?   
• When and what does she tell her child about his heritage?   

 
Each decision compounded by the times and place that she lived in.  Each decision 
affecting not only herself, but also her child, and those who loved and cared for her.  
How do we make choices in our lives?  How many choices are we faced with each 
day?  Some are small and others can be monumental.  But how exactly do we arrive 
at our choice?  What do we base those decisions on?  How does our family, friends, 
and society, influence those decisions?  What if we’d made a different decision 
rather than the one we chose?  Is there any way to gauge what the results may have 
been? 

Here are four questions to consider:  

1. Describe an experience you have had in a segregated setting (e.g. in a classroom, 
on a sports team, at a party, or at a concert). In what ways were the people in this 
setting similar? How were you influenced by being with people who shared similar 
characteristics?  

2. Describe an experience you have had in an integrated setting (e.g. in a classroom, 
on a sports team, at a party, or at a concert). In what ways were the people in this 
setting different? How were you influenced by being with people who did not share 
the same characteristics as yourself?  

3. How might living in a racially segregated neighborhood impact people living in this 
community?  

4. How might the existence of racially segregated neighborhoods impact larger society 
(the larger city or nation)?  
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RACE: 

Social Construct or Scientific Proven Theory? 
 
The Science of Race:  A Biological Approach to Racial Identity 
 
Few concepts have as tarnished and contentious a history as 'race'. Among both the 
scientific and lay communities, the notion that humans can be grouped into different races 
has been enshrined by some and dismissed by others. Even the definition of race varies 
considerably, depending on context and criteria. Nevertheless, race continues to be used 
in a variety of applications. Among the general public, the validity of racial categories is 
often taken for granted. 

 
Not surprisingly, biomedical scientists are divided in their opinions about race. Some 
characterize it as "not based on scientific evidence,” whereas others advocate the use of 
race in making decisions about medical treatment or the design of research studies. Amid 
this controversy, modern human genetics has generated a staggering array of new data. 
 
Data from many sources have shown that humans are genetically homogeneous and that 
genetic variation tends to be shared widely among populations. Genetic variation is 
geographically structured, as expected from the partial isolation of human populations 
during much of their history. Because traditional concepts of race are in turn correlated 
with geography, it is inaccurate to state that race is "biologically meaningless." On the 
other hand, because they have been only partially isolated, human populations are seldom 
demarcated by precise genetic boundaries. Substantial overlap can therefore occur 
between populations, invalidating the concept that populations (or races) are discrete 
types. 
 
Race remains an inflammatory issue, both 
socially and scientifically. Fortunately, modern 
human genetics can deliver the salutary 
message that human populations share most of 
their genetic variation and that there is no 
scientific support for the concept that human 
populations are discrete, nonoverlapping 
entities. Furthermore, by offering the means to 
assess disease-related variation at the 
individual level, new genetic technologies may 
eventually render race largely irrelevant in the 
clinical setting. Thus, genetics can and should 
be an important tool in helping to both 
illuminate and defuse the question of race. 
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From Race As a Social Construct by Emanuel Lusca: 
 
There is nothing absolute or real about social constructions in the same 
way as there is something absolute and real about rocks, rivers, 
mountains, and in general the objects examined by physics. For example, 
the existence of a mountain is not contingent on collective acceptance, 
imposition, or agreement. A mountain will exist regardless of people 
thinking, agreeing or accepting that it does exist. Unlike a mountain, the 
existence of race requires that people collectively agree and accept that 
it does exist. Franz Boas, a physicist by training, supports this view of 
race best in his work Race, Language, and Culture where he observes 
that there is nothing biologically real about race. There is nothing that 
we have identified as race that exists apart from our collective 
agreement, acceptance, and imposition of its existence. 
 
First, race is a social construct contingent on collective acceptance, 
agreement, and imposition. Second, race has always been defined by the 
dominant group in society. Third, race indicates differences in status. 
The status indicated by which race you are, either includes or excludes 
one from broader social constructs, and disables or enables certain 
powers. 
 
Racist thinking has little to do with skin color, and much to do with 
status, power and fear. 
 
Racism is engrained not only in the minds of people, but in the structure 
of society itself. 
 
Abandoning the notion of race is not the solution to racism and white 
privilege. No matter how much we may attempt to make our legal 
language and documents racially neutral, race will always remain in the 
minds of people. At the least, we have to come to terms with race, not 
abandon it but be aware of it, and understand it. Nonetheless, the 
general idea expressed in Fanon’s notion of socio-therapy (change 
society to cure the patient) seems to be correct. However, the change is 
not the abandonment of race, but instead a paradigm shift, or a 
revolution in the way race and differences are understood. 
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WHAT IS RACE? HOW IS IT DEFINED? 

Ten things everyone should know about race 
(from the PBS-ITVS Community Connections Project 

RACE: The Power of an Illusion) 
 

1. Race is a modern idea. Ancient societies, like the Greeks, did not divide people 
according to physical differences, but according to religion, status, class or even 
language. The English word "race" turns up for the first time in a 1508 poem by 
William Dunbar referring to a line of kings.  

2. Race has no genetic basis. Not one characteristic, trait or even gene distinguishes 
all the members of one so-called race from all the members of another so-called 
race.  

3. Human subspecies don’t exist. Unlike many animals, modern humans simply 
haven’t been around long enough, nor have populations been isolated enough, to 
evolve into separate subspecies or races. On average, only one of every thousand 
of the nucleotides that make up our DNA differ one human from another. We are 
one of the most genetically similar of all species.  

4. Skin color really is only skin deep.  The genes for skin color have nothing to do 
with genes for hair form, eye shape, blood type, musical talent, athletic ability or 
forms of intelligence. Knowing someone’s skin color doesn’t necessarily tell you 
anything else about them.  

5. Most variation is within, not between, “races.” Of the small amount of total 
human variation, 85% exists within any local population. About 94% can be found 
within any continent. That means, for example, that two random Koreans may be as 
genetically different as a Korean and an Italian.  

6. Slavery predates race. Throughout much of human history, societies have 
enslaved others, often as a result of conquest or debt, but not because of physical 
characteristics or a belief in natural inferiority. Due to a unique set of historical 
circumstances, North America has the first slave system where all slaves shared a 
common appearance and ancestry.  

7. Race and freedom were born together. The U.S. was founded on the principle 
that "All men are created equal," but the country’s early economy was based largely 
on slavery. The new idea of race helped explain why some people could be denied 
the rights and freedoms that others took for granted.  

8. Race justified social inequalities as natural. The “common sense” belief in white 
superiority justified anti-democratic action and policies like slavery, the 
extermination of American Indians, the exclusion of Asian immigrants, the taking of 
Mexican lands, and the institutionalization of racial practices within American 
government, laws, and society.  

9. Race isn’t biological, but racism is still real. Race is a powerful social idea that 
gives people different access to opportunities and resources. The government and 
social institutions of the United States have created advantages that 
disproportionately channel wealth, power and resources to white people.  

10. Colorblindness will not end racism. Pretending race doesn’t exist is not the same 
as creating equality.  
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Activity: 
DECLARATION OF IDENTITY 

We cannot dismantle injustices between people without 
understanding our own identity.  How do you choose to 
express your identity? Below are a few suggestions. As always, 
feel free to create your own! 
 
I. How would you identify yourself using FIVE of the 
following identifiers? What identifiers are missing? 
 

IDENTIFIER EXAMPLE #1 EXAMPLE #2 EXAMPLE #3 
Ability Visually impaired Able-bodied Athletic 
 
Age 

Middle-aged 
(47) 

Young Adult  
(23) 

Teen 

 
Ethnicity 

Northern European 
Anglo-Saxon and 
Eastern European 

Jewish 

Caribbean Islander 
and  

Sub-Saharan African 

Hispanic/American 
Indian 

(Mexican with Mayan 
Ancestry) 

Gender Biologically male, 
living as male 

Biologically female, 
living as male 

In transition, male to 
female 

Race White Black Latino 
 
Religion 

Atheist 
culturally Jewish 

Unitarian  
Universalist 

Catholic 

 
Sexual  
Orientation 

Currently in a 
heterosexual 
relationship 

Have been in 
hetero/homosexual 

relationships 

Heterosexual, not 
currently in a 
relationship 

Socio- 
economics 

Middle class, raised 
w/ middle class 

values 

Middle class, raised w/ 
owning class values 

Working class, raised 
w/ working class 

values 
Geographic  
Region 

From Eastern US, 
living in Midwest 

From Southwestern 
US, living in Chile 

Pacific Northwest 

Language Native English 
speaker, speak 

Mandarin Chinese 
with partner 

Native English speaker Native English and 
Spanish speaker 
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II. In section 24 of Song of Myself, poet Walt Whitman identifies 
himself as follows: 
 
24 
Walt Whitman, a kosmos, of Manhattan the son, 
Turbulent, fleshy, sensual, eating, drinking and breeding, 
No sentimentalist, no stander above men and women or apart from 
them, 
No more modest than immodest. 
… 
Through me the afflatus surging and surging, through me the current 
and index. 
 
I speak the pass-word primeval, I give the sign of democracy, 
By God! I will accept nothing which all cannot have their 
counterpart of on the same terms. 
 
Through me many long dumb voices, 
Voices of the interminable generations of prisoners and slaves, 
Voices of the diseas'd and despairing and of thieves and dwarfs, 
Voices of cycles of preparation and accretion, 
And of the threads that connect the stars, and of wombs and of the 
father-stuff, 
And of the rights of them the others are down upon, 
Of the deform'd, trivial, flat, foolish, despised, 
Fog in the air, beetles rolling balls of dung. 
… 
I believe in the flesh and the appetites, 
Seeing, hearing, feeling, are miracles, and each part and tag of me 
is a miracle. 
… 
If I worship one thing more than another it shall be the spread of 
my own body… 
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Write your own Song of YOU! 

 
___NAME____, a __(noun)___, of __(place of heritage)___ the 
son/daughter, 
___(adj.)__, ___(adj.)__, ___(adj.)__, ___(adj.)__, ___(adj.)__ and 
___(adj.)__,  
No ___(noun)___, no ___(noun)___, 
No more ___(adj.)__ than ___(previous adj.’s opposite)__. 
… 
Through me __(noun)___, through me __(noun)___. 
 
I speak ________________, I give ________________, 
… 
 I will accept nothing _____________. 

 
Through me many __(adj.)___voices, 
Voices of _________________, 
Voices of _________________, 
Voices of _________________, 
And of _________________, and of _________________, 
And of _________________, 
Of _________________. 
… 
I believe in _________________and _________________ 
… 
If I worship one thing more than another it shall be _________________. 
… 
III. Define your own terms for your declaration of identity.  
 
What aspects of your life and heritage are the most important to 
you (religion, hobbies, passions, family traditions)?  
 
How do you choose to communicate that to others (list, poetry, 
painting, dance, etc.)? 
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Covering Race: 
 
A Case Study of Media During Katrina 
 
The impulse to stereotype lives within all of us. While we are 
ultimately responsible for our superficial perceptions, we have 
also been conditioned to stereotype. Popular entertainment in the 
United States and around the world presents People of Color as 
criminals, servants and deviants and we have received those 
messages both consciously and subconsciously.  
 
Of course, this conditioning comes from fiction—narratives from 
books, film and TV do not necessarily purport to be reality. 
However, we trust the news media to bring us the truth. The 
following case study from the Media Awareness Network 
emphasizes the importance of critical thinking around media.  
 
After Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans, two photographs published by 
Yahoo! News depicting residents making their way through chest-deep water 
caused an uproar relating to bias in media coverage. The first image, shot by 
photographer Dave Martin for the Associated Press, showed a young black 
man, who, according to the accompanying caption, “walks through chest deep 
flood water after looting a grocery store.” In a similar shot, taken by 
photographer Chris Graythen for AFP/Getty Images, a white couple was 
shown wading "through chest-deep water after finding bread and soda from a 
local grocery store.” 
 
It is Yahoo!’s policy to use photo captions that are provided by the 
photographers and not edit them before posting the images online. These 
captions caused many to question whether black people were being treated 
fairly in media coverage of post-hurricane events. 
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Activity: 

BIAS IN THE MEDIA 
 

Using a newspaper and the following guide from the Media 
Awareness Network, analyze the biases at work in your local 

and national media. 
 

Bias through selection and omission 

 
An editor can express a bias by choosing to use or not to use a specific news item. 
Within a given story, some details can be ignored, and others included, to give 
readers or viewers a different opinion about the events reported. 

 
Bias through omission is difficult to detect. Only by comparing news reports from a 
wide variety of outlets can the form of bias be observed. Why is every robbery in an 
upscale neighborhood reported whereas crimes in underserved areas rarely cause 
journalists to blink? 

 
Bias through placement 
Readers of papers judge first page stories to be more significant than those buried in 
the back. Television and radio newscasts run the most important stories first and 
leave the less significant for later. Where a story is placed, therefore, influences what 
a reader or viewer thinks about its importance. 
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Bias by photos, captions and camera angles 
 
Some pictures flatter a person, others make the person look unpleasant. A paper 
can choose photos to influence opinion about, for example, a candidate for 
election. On television, the choice of which visual images to display is extremely 
important. The captions newspapers run below photos are also potential sources 
of bias. 
 

Bias through use of names and 
titles 
 
News media often use labels and titles 
to describe people, places, and events. 
A person can be called an "ex-con" or 
be referred to as someone who "served 
time twenty years ago for a minor 
offense." Whether a person is described 
as a "terrorist" or a "freedom fighter" is 
a clear indication of editorial bias. 
 
 
 
Bias by source control 
 
To detect bias, always consider where 
the news item "comes from." Is the 

information supplied by a reporter, an eyewitness, police or fire officials, 
executives, or elected or appointed government officials? Each may have a 
particular bias that is introduced into the story. Companies and public relations 
directors supply news outlets with puffpieces through news releases, photos or 
videos. Often news outlets depend on pseudo-events (demonstrations, sit-ins, 
ribbon cuttings, speeches and ceremonies) that take place mainly to gain news 
coverage. 
 
Word choice and tone 
 
Showing the same kind of bias that appears in headlines, the use of positive or 
negative words or words with a particular connotation can strongly influence the 
reader or viewer. 
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When people of color are arrested, they are more likely to be portrayed in ways that 
make them seem more threatening than white people.  Above photos show two 
groups of men — one black and one white — both groups arrested for burglary in 
April 2015.  It didn't take long for readers to start asking why the white suspects 
were pictured in suits and ties (their wrestling team photos), while photos 
accompanying the story about the black suspects were mug shots. 
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Solo Performance and Performing Identity 
 
In Incognito, Michael performs characters of different genders, nationalities 
and experiences than his own. Most prominently, of course, is Michael’s 
representation of both white and black people on stage. While some would argue 
that Michael—given his biracial identity—is entitled to perform both races, 
others have come to view his representation of black people as problematic. This 
protest stems from the fact that Michael did not grow up via the Black 
Experience. Such protestations designate Michael to be a white man and 
compare his work to Blackface performance, the racist performance tradition in 
which actors use makeup, dialect and offensive humor to represent black people 
on stage. 

Michael identifies as African-American and therefore feels it is important 
to portray his family members with the appropriate voice, dialects and 
physicality.  Nevertheless a simple explanation and discussion about the history 
of Blackface performance may be helpful so that students and audience 
members might come to their own conclusions.  
 

History of Blackface 
Excerpted from black-face.com 

 
The stock characters of blackface minstrelsy have played a significant role in 
disseminating racist images, attitudes and perceptions worldwide. Every 
immigrant group was stereotyped on the music hall stage during the 19th 
Century, but the history of prejudice, hostility, and ignorance towards black 
people has insured a unique longevity to the stereotypes. White America's 
conceptions of Black entertainers were shaped by minstrelsy's mocking 
caricatures and for over one hundred years the belief that Blacks were racially 
and socially inferior was fostered by legions of both white and black performers 
in blackface. 
 
Jim Crow:  The term Jim Crow originated in 1830 when a White minstrel 
show performer, Thomas "Daddy" Rice, blackened his face with burnt cork and 
danced a jig while singing the lyrics to a song titled “Jump Jim Crow”. 
 
Zip Coon:  First performed by George Dixon in 1834, Zip Coon made a 
mockery of free blacks. An arrogant, ostentatious figure, he dressed in high style 
and spoke in a series of malaprops and puns that undermined his attempts to 
appear dignified. 
 
Jim Crow and Zip Coon eventually merged into a single stereotype called simply 
“coon”. 
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Mammy:  Mammy is a source of earthy wisdom who is fiercely independent 
and brooks no backtalk. Although her image changed a little over the years, she 
was always a favorite of advertisers. 
 
Uncle Tom:  Toms are typically good, gentle, religious and sober. Images of 
Uncle Toms were another favorite of advertisers and "Uncle Ben" is still being 
used to sell rice. 
 
Buck:  The Buck is a large Black man who is proud, sometimes menacing, and 
always interested in White women. 
 
Wench/Jezebel:  The temptress. During the minstrel era, wenches were 
typically a male in female garb. In film, wenches were usually female mulattos. 
 
Mulatto:  A mixed-blood male or female. In film, often portrayed as a tragic 
figure who either intentionally or unintentionally passes for White until they 
discover they have Negro blood or are discovered by another character to be 
Black. 
 
Pickaninny:  Picaninnies have bulging eyes, unkempt hair, red lips and wide 
mouths into which they stuff huge slices of watermelon. 
 
These stereotypes were staples during the minstrel era and carried over into 
vaudeville, film and television. 
 
White audiences in the 19th Century wouldn't accept real black entertainers on 
stage unless they performed in blackface makeup. One of the first Blacks to 
perform in blackface for White audiences was the man who invented tap 
dancing, William Henry Lane, aka Master Juba. Lane's talent and skill were 
extraordinary and eventually he became famous enough that he was able to 
perform in his own skin. 
 
The American minstrel show was effectively dead by WW1, yet some old-timers 
continued to peddle the same blackface stereotypes later in vaudeville, films and 
television. It's one of the interesting twists of history that in the first half of the 
twentieth century, the main purveyors of the old-fashioned blackface minstrel 
tradition were Black performers, who'd began in show business wearing the 
blackface mask -- either literally or figuratively -- and were reluctant to give it 
up.  
 
But they also had little choice in the roles they were offered. Until well into the 
1950s, Black male actors were limited to stereotypical roles: Coons, for example, 
Stepin Fetchit, Mantan Moreland, and Willie Best; and Toms, the most famous 
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were Bill "Bojangles" Robinson and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson. Likewise, the 
only film roles for Black women were maids and mammys, and the most famous 
mammy of all was Hattie McDaniel, best known for her Oscar-winning role as 
"Mammy" in Gone With the Wind. 

 

 
 
The most popular Black stage performer of the early 1900s was a brilliant 
comedian named Bert Williams, who performed a coon stereotype in blackface 
he called the Jonah Man. Williams teamed up with George W. Walker, and 
billing themselves as "Two Real Coons" they soon became one of the most 
successful comedy duos, while their act went from vaudeville to Broadway and 
evolved into full-scale musical comedy. They produced, wrote and starred in In 
Dahomey (1902), the first Black musical comedy to open on Broadway. After his 
partner died, Williams became the first Black to headline a Ziegfield Follies 
show and the first Black comedian to produce and star in his own silent films 
 
The most popular radio show of all time was The Amos 'n' Andy Show. The 
characters were created by Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll; two white 
actors with blackface and vaudeville experience. NBC began broadcasting Amos 
'n' Andy on radio August 19th, 1929 and it was an instant success. It was the first 
radio program to be distributed by syndication in the United States. The show 
ran as a nightly radio serial from 1928 until 1943 and as a weekly situation 
comedy from 1943 until 1955. Portraying blackface racist stereotypes on radio 
was a bit of a challenge because there were no visuals. The stereotypical voice 
characterizations needed to be even more exaggerated to help listeners 
distinguish between characters.  
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Amos ‘n’ Andy on radio and TV 

 
 
Popular radio shows like Amos and Andy and Beulah were an instant success on 
television. But it wasn't long before a backlash developed from Black leaders 
who objected to the racist stereotypes and especially the fact that they were the 
only portrayals of blacks on TV.  
 
Even as the TV series Amos 'n' Andy premiered in June 1951, the NAACP was in 
federal court trying unsuccessfully to get an injunction to prevent CBS from 
televising it. In 1951, Amos 'n' Andy ranked 13th in the Nielsen ratings and in 
1952 it won an Emmy award. The NAACP responded by initiating a boycott of 
its sponsor, Blatz beer. By April 1953 Blatz withdrew its sponsorship and CBS 
announced "The network has bowed to the change in national thinking." Yet the 
series was in syndication more than 4 times as long as it was broadcast on the 
network. It remained in syndication for 13 years after it was withdrawn from the 
network schedule. As late as 1963, it still played on 50 US stations. The 
programs were finally locked in vaults as of 1966, but videotapes and DVDs 
continue to circulate among collectors.  
 
NAACP protests also resulted in blackface scenes being cut from TV showings of 
such films as Babes in Arms and Holiday Inn. 15 years passed from Amos 'n' 
Andy until the introduction of another Black situation comedy (Julia in 1968). 
The series failed to gain an audience and that may explain why during the 1970's, 
stereotypical "coons and mammies" were again featured in shows such as 
Sanford and Son, The Jeffersons, Good Times, What's Happening and Diff'rent 
Strokes. 
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Tyler Perry, currently the most prolific Black producer, director, actor, writer, 
and one-man multimedia conglomerate has populated many of his stories with 
classic stereotypes. Perry's recurring mammy character, Mabel "Madea" 
Simmons appears in much of his work and is played in drag by Perry himself. 
Perry first introduced Madea in his 1999 play I Can Do Bad All By Myself and 
the character has appeared in many of his subsequent films. Perry has said he 
based Madea on an aunt who lives in Georgia, as well as on his mother and 
several other women he knew from his childhood. 
 
In 2009, director Spike Lee criticized Perry's work, saying, "Each artist should 
be allowed to pursue their artistic endeavors but I still think there is a lot of stuff 
out today that is 'coonery' and buffoonery...As African Americans, we're not one 
monolithic group so there is room for all of that, but at the same time, for me, 
the imaging is troubling and it harkens back to Amos 'n' Andy." Perry has 
bristled at the criticism but he also has gone on to much more serious work, 
producing with Oprah Winfrey the critically acclaimed, Push: Based on the 
Novel by Sapphire, an uncompromising look at one Black girl's journey from 
sexual, physical and mental abuse, and teen pregnancy to adulthood and 
independence. 
 
Negative stereotypes of Blacks are a staple of Black music videos that glorify 
gangsterism. The "buck" is now a hoodlum with an attitude and the minstrel-
show plantation has morphed into a music video version of gangster life. 
Though the setting has changed from an idyllic plantation to the mean streets of 
urban America, the process remains the same; a black culture is being marketed 
for profit, with black performers portraying negative stereotypes. Performers 
believe they are representing authentic black America, while critics decry the 
glorification of ugly caricatures and how it influences the attitudes and 
perceptions of Black youth. 

  
Tyler Perry as Madea and himself 
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An Exploration of White Privilege 
Being white in America means not having to think about it. Before 
Michael discovered the Black piece of his identity, race and racism 
remained far from Michael’s consciousness. As a white man—albeit a 
socially-minded one—Michael walked through life with a set of 
unacknowledged privileges, invisible to the beholder. Despite his 
black identity, Michael’s physical appearance continues to afford 
him more privileges than most people of color.  
 
While such privilege is perpetuated by forces outside of their 
control, white people can still dismantle racism by acknowledging 
the privileges that they possess.  
 
Using Peggy McIntosh’s article, Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack, 
as inspiration, the following essay explores the privileges that white 
people unknowingly carry with them every day.  
 
 White people cannot do the work of dismantling racism without 
acknowledging that they have benefited from racism since the day they were 
born. This does not make all white people active proponents of racism (of 
course, some indeed are) but rather passive participants in an oppression that 
they would wish stopped were they its target. White people must acknowledge 
their privilege not to feel guilty nor to give charitably, but rather to view their 
social and economic power as an opportunity to create change.  
 
 For many white people, this is a painful and difficult fact to grasp. Many 
well-meaning white people struggle to see the ways in which they have benefited 
from racism. Paradoxically (and this is true in many oppressor-oppressed 
dynamics), white people can easily name the disadvantages of People of Color 
yet are hard pressed to identify their own advantages. This challenge is twofold. 
First, acknowledging one’s unsought yet heartily received white privilege is a 
source of intense guilt. Second, it is seemingly impossible to identify privileges 
accepted as seamlessly as the oxygen white people breathe.  
 
 As Peggy McIntosh suggests in her groundbreaking article, Unpacking the 
Invisible Knapsack, one way for white people to examine their own white 
privilege begins with a list. The list tracks all of the elements of a white person’s 
life that are afforded to the list maker solely because of his/her white identity. It 
might look something like this: 
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1) I can drive my car happily without fearing that a police officer might 
profile me because of my skin color.  

2) I can be fairly certain that, in most rooms I enter, people will be either 
neutral or pleasant to me. If judged, it would not be because I am white.  

3) I can engage in any media and be sure to see people who look like me. 
4) I can read “history” that focuses primarily on people who look like me.  
5) As a citizen of the United States, I have been taught that people who look 

like me made this civilization what it is today.  
6) During my daily errands to the supermarket, hairdresser, etc., I expect to 

be received by people who look like me and, as a result, are prepared to 
sell my kind of food and cut my kind of hair.  

7) When somebody uses the phrase “flesh color” I can be pretty sure that I 
am included in that description of skin.  

8) I can be as crude as I want to be without fearing that people will project 
my behavior onto my entire race.  

9) My accomplishments will never be qualified as “For a [insert race here] 
person, s/he’s a fairly [insert positive adjective here].” 

10) I will never be asked to speak on behalf of all white people.  
11)  If I request to see a supervisor, there is a strong likelihood that the 

“person in charge” will look like me.  
12) I can choose not to learn any language other than English and do just 

fine.  
13) I can get hired or receive a promotion without having competition suspect 

I’m merely benefiting from Affirmative Action.  
14) I can direct my children to countless, positive images of people who look 

just like them. 
 

As you might suspect, the list goes on. Privileges are elusive to identify for 
many reasons, most important of which being familiarity. Tangibly identifying 
these privileges allows white people to better understand the obstacles that 
People of Color must overcome in order to compete on a level playing field. The 
privileges afford white people countless benefits from money and health to 
happiness and tranquility. For people without these privileges, such prizes are 
often harder earned and seldom secure.  
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Activity: 
UNCOVERING PRIVILEGE 

 
Using the list from the article above as a point of reference, begin to 
identify the invisible privileges that you carry with you each day.  
 

1) Consider ways in which you are a member of a “non-target 
group.”  
a. Are you white? Heterosexual? Able-bodied? Etc?) 

 
2) Make a list of privileges afforded to you given your membership 

in that group.  
a. Hint: Work through a typical day in your life. Begin with the 

moment you wake up in the morning. How much of your daily 
routine is made possible for you given your non-target 
identity? 
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Activity: 

GREAT EXPECTATIONS 
 

GREAT EXPECTATIONS. Parents often expect many things from their 
children, but what expectations do parents face? From children? From society? 

a) List the qualities that your culture expects from a mother and a father. 
b) List the qualities that you either a) hope to embody as or b) hope to 

receive from a mother and/or father.  
c) Describe a parent you know who, for better or worse, defies some of the 

expectations placed on her/him.  
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Further Reading 
 
This is of course the tip of iceberg, but you may find these resources valuable: 
 
Books/Articles: 
 
Incognito: An American Odyssey of Race and Self Discovery by Michael Sidney 
Fosberg 
The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man by James Weldon Johnson 
Black Dog of Fate by Peter Balakian 
The Burning Tigris by Peter Balakian 
Black Genius and the American Experience by Dick Russell 
Black, White and Jewish: Autobiography of a Shifting Self by Rebecca Walker 
The Civil Rights Movement: A Photographic History 1954-68 by Steven Kasher 
A Country of Strangers: Blacks and Whites in America by David K. Shipler 
Dreams of My Father by Barack Obama 
Fatheralong by John Edgar Wideman 
The First Genocide of the 20th Century by James Nazer 
If He Hollers Let Him Go by Chester Himes 
Lies My Teacher Told Me by James Loewen 
A People’s History of the United States by Howard Zinn 
Pudd’nhead Wilson and Those Extraordinary Twins by Mark Twain 
Kingsblood Royal by Sinclair Lewis 
Stories of Adoption by Eric Blau 
Surivors: An Oral History of the Armenian Genocide  

by Donald E. Miller and Lorna Touryan  Miller 
Understanding White Privilege by Frances E. Kendall 
Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack by Peggy McIntosh 
White Like Me by Tim Wise 
White Over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro, 1550-1812  

by Winthrop D. Jordan 
A White Teacher Talks about Race by Julie Landsman 
Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria  

by Beverly Daniel Tatum, Ph.D.  
The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration by 
Isabel Wilkerson 
The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander 
Notes From No Man’s Land by Eula Biss 
One Drop by Bliss Broyard 
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot 
A Hope in the Unseen by Ron Suskind 
Long Walk to Freedom by Nelson Mandela  
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Films / Television: 
 
Bamboozled (2000) (dir. Spike Lee) 
Do the Right Thing (1989) (dir. Spike Lee) 
Citizen King (2004) (dir. Orlando Bagwell and Noland Walker) 
The Color of Fear (1994) (dir. Lee Mun Wah) 
Crash (2004) (dir. Paul Haggis) 
Eyes on the Prize (television series 1987) (dir. Henry Hampton) 
Imitation of Life (1959) (dir. Douglas Sirk) 
The Jazz Singer (1927) (dir. Alan Crosland) 
The Birth of a Nation (1915) (dir. D. W. Griffith)  
Check and Double Check (1930) (dir. Melville w. Brown) 
White Dog (1982) (dir. Sam Fuller) 
Trouble the Water (2008) (dir. Carl Deal) 
Soundtrack for a Revolution (2009) (dir. Bill Guttentag) 
The Prep School Negro (2012) (dir. Andre Robert Lee) 
 
 
 

 


